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Abstract
Fully understanding object-oriented systems is diﬃcult if one is limited to merely performing static
analysis of the source code: Techniques based on dynamic analysis are needed. Several tools exist
that implement techniques for analyzing traces of object interactions; however, due to lack of a
common exchange format these tools do not interoperate. In this paper, we propose a graph-based
format, called Compact Trace Format (CTF), for exchanging traces of object interactions. The
design of CTF takes into account the size explosion problem that makes run-time information
hard to manipulate. To achieve this, we start by presenting techniques for reducing the size of
traces without aﬀecting their content. Then, we show how the concept of transforming the tree
representation of a trace into an acyclic compact graph can be used to deﬁne the core of CTF
schema.
Keywords: Metamodelling, Dynamic Analysis, Traces, Exchange Formats, Compact Trace
Format, DMM, Reverse Engineering
1 Introduction
Most of the exchange formats that exist today focus on representing the static
relationships between system artefacts [1, 6, 10]. However, the emergence of
object-oriented systems has attracted increased attention to dynamic analysis
techniques. This is because polymorphism, inheritance and dynamic binding
make it particularly diﬃcult to fully understand object-oriented systems by
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merely performing static analysis. In this paper we will focus on the represen-
tation of object-oriented traces. However, a subset of our model can be used
for procedural traces.
Dynamic analysis of object-oriented systems is typically done by analysing
traces of object interactions. Objects interact by sending messages, which
result in message invocations. To reproduce a good representation of the ex-
ecution of an object-oriented system, one needs to collect at least the events
related to method entry and exit, as well as object construction and destruc-
tion [4]. These can be shown on a UML sequence diagram or, more compactly,
using a tree structure. The advantage of the latter representation is that it
enables the use of the various algorithms that operate on trees to process the
traces.
There are several tools that operate on traces of object interactions to
help software engineers in their daily maintenance activities [2, 3, 12, 13, 15,
16]. However these tools have diﬀerent formats for representing traces, which
hinders interoperability. In order to take better advantage of these tools we
need to deﬁne a common format for exchanging traces of object interactions.
An exchange format consists of two main components: a schema that
represents the entities to exchange and their interconnections and the syntactic
form of the ﬁle that will contain the information to exchange. This paper
introduces a schema for representing traces of object interactions called the
Compact Trace Format (CTF). The syntactic form can be represented using
existing formats such as GXL (Graph eXchange Language) [11] or TA (Tuple
Attribute Language) [10] as we will explain in Section 3.
Traces are usually very large and diﬃcult to manipulate. A good exchange
format should therefore address scalability problems in an eﬃcient way. To
achieve this, we use two techniques. The ﬁrst technique is based on investi-
gating ways to reduce the size of a trace without aﬀecting its content. For
example, repetitions of a method invocation that are due to loops can be
removed and replaced with the number of repetitions without aﬀecting the
content of the trace. This technique can result in an important reduction as
we showed in our previous experiments described in [8].
The second technique takes advantage of the fact that, as with any trace
of procedure calls, traces of object interactions form tree structures. Further-
more, any rooted labelled tree can be transformed into a directed acyclic graph
by representing identical subtrees only once [5, 7].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows; the next section focuses on
the compression techniques. In Section 3, we present the exchange format
CTF. In Section 4, we present the application of CTF through an example.
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2 Compressing Traces
In this section, we will discuss how traces can be represented more compactly.
All the techniques discussed here can be applied in real-time while a trace is
being generated, or else by post-processing a trace after it has been generated.
The processes we use are a form of data compression, i.e. reducing the
space required for data, while preserving information content. But we cannot
use traditional data compression approaches that render the data unintelligi-
ble, because we are not interested in temporarily shrinking traces for storage
and transmission. Rather, we want to enable applications to operate directly
on permanently compressed traces. Realistic traces can be so big that appli-
cations cannot eﬃciently process the data in the uncompressed form.
2.1 Compression by Transformation
A key compression approach we will use is based on the fact that any rooted
ordered labelled tree can be transformed into its compact form by representing
the occurrences of the same subtrees only once [5, 7]. The result of this
transformation is a directed ordered acyclic graph. Figure 1b. shows a directed
ordered acyclic graph that corresponds exactly to the trace of Figure 1a (to
avoid cluttering, the information that describes a given invocation, namely,
class, object and method names are represented with one letter). Note that
the crossing line allows maintaining the order of calls. For example, the call
to the second occurrence of the tree rooted at B comes after the call to E.
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Figure 1. Transforming a tree into a directed acyclic graph
The number of nodes of the acyclic graph is always smaller or equal to
the number of nodes of the trace (its tree representation). The number of
edges is also reduced. This technique was ﬁrst introduced by Downy, Sethi
and Tarjan [5] to facilitate the construction of tools to explore trees eﬃciently.
An eﬃcient and easy algorithm that does the transformation is presented by
Flajolet et al. [7].
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We use the term comprehension unit to describe a distinct subtree of the
trace. From the perspective of comprehension, a software engineer needs to
understand this sequence only once and reuse this knowledge whenever it
occurs. We refer to the method that triggers a given comprehension unit as: a
comprehension unit initiator. One can easily notice that the number of nodes
of the graph is also the number of comprehension units of the trace since
repeated subtrees are represented only once. The trace of Figure 1a. contains
9 calls but only 6 comprehension units as illustrated on the graph of Figure
1b. This is due to the fact that the subtree rooted at B is repeated twice.
2.2 Removing repetitions
Repetitions of method calls in a trace are very common. One reason behind
this is the presence of loops and recursion in the source code. Removing
such repetitions can result in further compression of the trace. Repetitions of
single comprehension units due to loops or recursion can be removed and the
number of repetitions can be saved in order to reconstruct the original trace
as illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Removing repetitions of single comprehension units
However, repetitions of multiple comprehension units require adding a vir-
tual call that we call a control node in order to maintain the hierarchical
structure of the trace. Figure 3b. shows a control node called SEQ that is
added to the trace of Figure 3a. The number of repetitions is also indicated.
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Figure 3. Removing repetitions of multiple comprehension units
Non-contiguous repetitions of comprehension units seem to be the repe-
titions that have attracted the most attention from the research community.
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The common hypothesis is that they can be used to bridge the gap between
low-level components and high-level domain concepts. They may appear in
the trace due to way the system is used during the generation of the trace. For
example, a software engineer may decide to open the same dialog box twice
but at diﬀerent times. This will cause the corresponding implementation to
occur in a non-contiguous way in the trace indicating that the same thing had
happened. These repetitions are also referred to as patterns that we call trace
patterns. A trace pattern is shown on the directed acyclic graph as a node
with more than one parent as illustrated in Figure 1b.
3 Compact Trace Format (CTF)
In this section, we present the compact trace format (CTF), which is a format
for exchanging traces of object interactions. We use a UML class diagram
to represent the information represented by CTF. Although, this format can
only represent interactions between objects in terms of method calls, we believe
that it can be easily extended to represent other kinds of relationships such
as interactions among clusters of objects.
3.1 Schema
Figure 4 shows a UML class diagram that describes the schema of CTF. The
class Scenario is used to describe the usage scenario from which the execution
trace is derived. We allow a scenario to be represented by many traces to
support natural situations where many traces of the same scenario are gathered
to detect anomalies caused by non-determinism.
The class Trace is an abstract superclass that describes common informa-
tion that diﬀerent types of traces may have. This class allows extending the
model to consider other type of traces such as traces of inter-process com-
munication. Although, we focus on object-oriented systems, we added the
RoutineCallTrace class to represent traces of routine calls of procedural sys-
tems. By routine, we mean any function that is not a method of a class. In
addition to that, some programming languages such as C++ use routines as
well as methods. To deal with this problem, we decided to represent traces
of method calls as a subclass of RoutineCallTrace. By doing so, an analyst
can create traces of routine calls only, traces of method calls only or traces of
routine and method calls such as C++ execution traces. In addition to that,
this allows keeping the design simple and understandable.
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Figure 4. CTF Schema
Since subtrees are represented only once in the graph, a root of any subtree
constitutes a comprehension unit initiator, represented using the class Com-
prehensionUnitInitiator. These are the nodes in the graph; each can have
many child nodes and many parent nodes as illustrated on the diagram using
the parent and child roles.
Edges (i.e. invocations) are represented using the class TraceEdge. An
edge is labelled with the number of repetitions due to loops if there are any.
A node (ComprehensionUnitInitiator) can either be a routine call node, a
method node or a control node. Control nodes represent extra information
that is needed to manipulate the trace such as the one presented in Section 2.2.
The subclass SequenceControlNode represents the attribute SEQ that is used
to remove contiguous repetitions of multiple comprehension units. One may
also think of several other useful control nodes and extend the ControlNode
class to represent them.
Although the schema presented in this paper focuses on describing run-time
information, some of its components need to refer to static components of the
system. For this purpose, the classes Routine, Method and Class are added
and associated to RoutineCallNode to describe references to actual objects
representing each class, method, etc. Other existing schema that models the
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static components of the system can be used as well. In our case, we chose
DMM [9], which is a model for representing software artefacts for various
reverse engineering applications.
The class Object and the association that links it to MethodInvocationN-
ode allow having traces that describe invocations at the object level. An object
is identiﬁed by an object ID.
A recursive comprehension unit is represented with the subclass Recur-
sionOccurrence which in turn refers to the recursively repeated unit. Recur-
sionOccurrence contains the number of repetitions due to recursion.
Trace patterns are represented using the class TracePattern. This class
contains one attribute that can be used to assign a high-level description to
the trace pattern. The same trace pattern can occur in more than one trace.
Indeed, a pattern that occurs in several traces might be more relevant than
another pattern that appears in one or two traces only. Relevance, here, is
deﬁned with respect to how close the pattern is to a design concept. Finally,
the class PatternOccurrence is used to depict in which trace the pattern occurs.
3.2 Syntactic Form
We support the idea that a schema should be deﬁned independently from any
syntactic form of the ﬁle that represents the data. GXL [11] is one candidate
for the syntactic carrier for CTF. A GXL ﬁle consists of XML elements for
describing nodes, edges, attributes, etc. It was designed to supersede a number
of pre-existing graph formats such as GraX [6], TA [10], and RSF [14]. GXL
has been widely adopted as a standard exchange format for various types of
graphs by both industry and academia.
However, a GXL representation of CTF would tend to be much larger than
necessary due to the use of XML tags and the explicit need to express the data
as GXL nodes and edges. The compactness beneﬁts of CTF would therefore
be partially cancelled out. Whereas the wordiness of GXL would not be a
problem when expressing moderately sized graphs in other domains, the sheer
hugeness of traces suggests an alternative might be appropriate.
One reasonable alternative syntactic form is TA [10], which would minimize
the space required by a CTF trace. Future work should focus on determining
which syntactic form suits best information represented by the CTF schema.
We also intend to conduct empirical studies to estimate the gain reached by
the compression techniques presented previously.
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4 Application
In this section, we illustrate the use of CTF schema through an example. First,
we explain the diﬀerent techniques for extracting traces of object interactions.
Then we introduce an imaginary trace and model it using CTF. The result is
an instance diagram of the CTF schema.
To reproduce the execution of an object-oriented system, one needs to
collect at least the events related to object construction and destruction, as
well as method entry and exit [4]. Additional information can be collected
as well. For example, if the system is a multi-threaded system, then events
related to thread execution need to be collected. There are typically three
techniques for generating traces of method calls. The ﬁrst technique is based
on instrumenting the source code, which consists of inserting probes (e.g. a
print statement) at diﬀerent locations in the source code. The second tech-
nique consists of instrumenting the execution environment in which the system
runs. For example, the Java Virtual Machine or bytecode can be instrumented
to generate events of interest. The advantage of this technique is that it does
not require the modiﬁcation of the source code. The last technique consists
of running the system under the control of a debugger. In this case, break-
points are set at locations of interest. This technique has the advantage of not
modifying the source code and the environment; however, it can slow down
considerably the execution of the system.
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obj2: B.m4
4
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Figure 5. a) An example of a trace as a tree. b) The directed ordered acyclic graph
corresponding to the trace a)
To illustrate the use of CTF, let us consider an example: Suppose that the
result of exercising a feature of a particular system generates the trace shown
in Figure 5a. The compact graph of this trace is shown in Figure 5b.
The trace involves three classes namely A, B and C and three objects,
which are obj1, obj2 and obj3. There are ﬁve methods that have been invoked:
m0, m1, m2, m3 and m4. We notice that the call generated to obj2:B.m1 is
repeated ﬁve times in the trace, probably due the existence of a loop in the
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source code. We also notice that this trace contains a pattern which consists
of the sequence of calls generated by obj3:C.m2 as depicted clearly on the
directed ordered acyclic graph of Figure 5b. It is interesting to notice that
the transformation of the trace into a graph and the removal of contiguous
repetitions results in a considerable decrease of the size of the trace. Indeed,
the tree contains eight nodes and seven edges whereas its graph representation
contains ﬁve nodes and ﬁve edges.
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description = "Draw Circle"
obj1Am0:MethodInvocationNode :PatternOccurrence
:TracePattern
description = "Draw Mouse"
e5:TraceEdge
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Figure 6. An example instance diagram using the CTF schema
An instance diagram of the above trace using the CTF schema is shown
in Figure 6. This diagram omits instances of the static model classes (e.g.
Class, Method. . . ) to avoid clutter. We imagine that the overall scenario is
called “Draw Circle” (as in a drawing program); this scenario is represented
with the object of class Scenario and the trace is depicted by the object of
class MethodInvocationTrace. The nodes are represented with the objects
obj1Am0, obj2Bm1, obj3Cm2, obj3Cm3 and obj2Bm4. Each node will need
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to refer to instances of the static model. Edges are represented using instances
of the class TraceEdge. There are ﬁve edges.
The node obj3Cm2) has two incoming edges. The software engineerin us-
ing the ool can therefore mark this as a pattern, shown here as an instance
of PatternOccurrence. The user has indicated, by the ‘description’ attribute,
that this pattern is concerned with the “Drag Mouse” operation.; it The in-
stance of PatternOccurrence shows which particular trace the pattern occurs
in, and which nodes are the initiators (one node in this case).
5 Conclusion and Future Directions
A common exchange format is important for allowing diﬀerent tools to work
together. Lack of such a format for exchanging traces of object interactions
hinders the interoperability among tools that manipulate these traces.
This paper introduces CTF (Compact Trace Format). We describe the
CTF schema using a UML class diagram. To deal with the size explosion
problem of execution traces, we transformed the tree representation of the
traces into their corresponding directed acyclic graphs, where repeated sub-
trees are represented only once. We also removed repetitions for a better
compression.
Future work should focus on three aspects: The ﬁrst aspect consists of
experimenting with numerous execution traces of many systems to test the
eﬃciency of CTF. By eﬃciency, we mean the ability of the format to convey
information from large system executions as compactly as possible. The sec-
ond aspect is concerned with the adoption of CTF by tool builders. In order
to move towards this, we need to arrange to have several tool builders use
CTF, or a descendent, as their standard format. Finally, we need to extend
CTF to handle other types of execution traces such as traces of inter-thread
communication.
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